Here, you G.R. O.W.

Align your purpose, strengths, and
passions to create the powerful,
fulfilled life you long for

To create a life you love, it’s essential to articulate
who you are, what you value, and your purpose.
Ascentim guides you through that process so you
can establish clarity and a roadmap to reach your
peak — and go farther than you’ve ever imagined.
WHAT SOME
OF OUR CLIENTS
ARE SAYING

“

CONNECTIONS

GAIN AN ADVANTAGE THROUGH THE POWER OF INFLUENCE

Get clarity around your long-term goals and build strong
relationships with a diverse pool of talented people who
are essential to get you there.

CAREERS

Your time and
words of wisdom
were so invaluable
in preparing me for
the next step in my
career.”
– C. Norris-Blanchard

“Working with you
has been such
a delight and
pleasure. Thank
you for your insight,
honest perspective,
and inspiring
leadership.”
– S. Haley

BE A HIGH-IMPACT LEADER WITH THE ABILITY TO AFFECT CHANGE

Leverage your strengths to achieve whatever you envision
for your career, whether advancing from where you are
now or taking it in a whole new direction, create the
career of your dreams.

FINANCES

GIVE YOURSELF THE POWER TO CONTROL YOUR ECONOMIC FUTURE

Achieve financial freedom and establish a powerful
legacy by changing your money mindset and building
wealth beyond what you ever thought possible.

Coaching available in 3, 6, and 12-month packages

If you’re ready to achieve greater impact,
freedom, and abundance, contact us.

Ascentim guides our clients to live more
meaningful and abundant lives through an
awakening that uncovers who they really
are, what they value, and what their
purpose is — through our G.R.O.W.
process — to ultimately create a life
they love.
GAIN CLARITY. REALIZE NEW POSSIBILITIES. OVERCOME OBSTACLES. WIN AT LIFE.

Hi, I’m Lisa. For more than two decades I’ve achieved extraordinary
success in a series of leadership roles with Fortune 500 companies that
include Microsoft, Citigroup, and Bank One. At Synchrony, I was one of
only nine Black female executives among more than 16,000 employees
and was the Senior VP and GM responsible for growing the $2.5B eBay
credit portfolio.
I’ve also experienced my share of hardships along the way — living
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through bankruptcy, divorce, and career setbacks. Through prayer,
perseverance, and God’s promises I not only survived, but thrived with
record-breaking success, continuing on to build lasting wealth, a great
family — including two children and four grandchildren (who call me GiGi)
— a beautiful new marriage, and a life I love. It’s now my passion to help
others do the same and reach their peak.

If you’re ready to G.R.O.W. email Lisa to begin living your best life.

lbaker@ascentim.com | 443-652-4761 | www.ascentim.com

